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to say," says one, "that the materials

of that temple will not wear?" "Do you

mean to say," some of you may inquire

in your hearts, "that age will have no

effect upon the walls and the materials

of that temple?" This is what I mean—

I mean to say that not only the Temple,

but all the buildings that shall be built

round about that Temple, and the city

that will be built round about it, which

will be called the New Jerusalem, will be

built of materials that never will decay.

"But," says one, "that will be contrary to

the laws of nature." You may cite me to

some of the buildings that existed before

Christ that were built out of the most

durable materials that could be found,

and yet when the storms of hail, rain

and snow came, these buildings began

to waste away until they could scarcely

be recognized. Well, I do not ask you

to think that this temple and the city

round about it will defy the rough hand

of time and the work of the elements of

our globe, and exist forever, so far as

natural laws are concerned; but there

is a principle higher than these natural

laws. Did you never think of it—a higher

principle, a higher kingdom that governs

all these laws of nature, such as you

and I have been accustomed to under-

stand ever since our youth. I say there

is a higher law, a controlling power over

all the laws of nature, that will prevent

these buildings from decaying; and I

wish while dwelling upon this subject to

say a little about another subject; that is,

the building up of Palestine with the new

Jerusalem. It will be the old Jerusalem

rebuilt upon its former site. Now, will

that city ever be destroyed, will it ever

decay? Will the Temple to be built in

Palestine ever be thrown down or ever be

furrowed with hail, rain, snow and

frost—will these ever have any effect

upon it? No, not in the least.

Why? Because God will be there.

So He will be in the temple of Zion on

this continent, and by His power, by His

laws—which are superior to all those

grosser laws of nature—He will preserve

both of these cities, one on the west-

ern hemisphere, and one on the eastern

hemisphere, from any decay whatever.

Now, we have it recorded here in this

book, in the 31st chapter of Jeremiah,

that this city on the eastern continent

shall not be thrown down any more for-

ever. It seems, therefore, to be an eter-

nal city, never to be destroyed. "But,"

says one, "I cannot believe that; I can-

not believe but what these cities will be

subject, just as much as anything else to

decay." Do you believe this good book—

the Bible? If you do, you are obliged

to believe that such things are possi-

ble. Do you want to know some of them?

I will mention one instance. You will

recollect that Moses commanded Aaron

to take a pot of manna and lay it be-

fore the Lord, to be kept for their gen-

erations. Now it was a noted fact that

if the children of Israel gathered more

manna than would last them until af-

ter the next morning, it would decay, but

on the last day before the Sabbath they

gathered manna for two days, and they

found that on the Sabbath day it was

preserved. Who preserved it? Why did

it last two days instead of one? Because

God counteracted those lesser laws, or

laws of nature, by His divine power,

which is greater than them all, and He

therefore preserved for two days that

which would not last longer on the other

days of the week than twenty-four hours.

Well, we find that the Lord ordered the

manna to be placed in the tabernacle to


